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Assignments

Production and Costs
When looking at the farms in the United States, one thinks that the United States agricultural industry is immensely productive and feeds much of the world. If you look at agricultural statistics, however, something may seem a bit surprising: when it comes to yield per acre, U.S. farmers are often nowhere near the top. For example, farmers in western European countries grow about three times as much wheat per acre as their U.S. counterparts. How does that work? 
They produce more wheat per acre because they employ more inputs, more fertilizer, and more labor. This means they pay more money to make that happen. European governments pay much higher prices for wheat than American farmers receive in the market. In this unit, you will learn the importance of the firm's production function and get familiar with marginal and average cost curves, short run versus the long run, and return to scale. (Krugman and Wells, 2012) 


Outcomes
After completing this unit, you should be able to:
	Identify different forms of cost

Estimate the values of different forms of cost
Explain the relationship among these costs
Course outcomes practiced in this unit:
BU224-3: Analyze the cost of production for a firm. 



What do you have to do in this unit?
Complete the unit Reading.
Participate in Discussion Board.
Complete the unit Assignment.
Participate in Seminar or complete alternative assignment.
Complete your research paper draft.
	Review the Learning Activities.


Unit 6 Reading   
Textbook Reading:
Krugman, P. & Wells, R. (2012). Microeconomics. New York, NY: Worth Publishers.
	Chapter 11: "Behind the Supply Curve: Inputs and Costs"

Reading Summary
Chapter 11explores how marginal analysis can explain some of the output decisions behind the supply curve. It investigates the firm’s production function, showing the relationship between the quantity of inputs and outputs, and uses that relationship to explain the costs of production. It also explains why production is often subject to diminishing returns to input, and what the numerous forms of a firm’s costs are and how they create its marginal and average cost curves. What’s also revealed is why a firm’s costs may differ in the short run versus the long run. Lastly, the authors discuss the concepts of economies and diseconomies of scale.
Key Concepts
Behind the Supply Curve: Inputs and Costs ideas:
	The Production Function that relates quantities of input to quantities of output 

How the production function is the basis for the firm’s cost curves 
The difference between long run and short run cost curves 
Returns to Scale
Download the glossary terms for the following chapters:
Chapter 11


Download your Assignment instructions and grading rubric from Doc Sharing:
	BU224_Unit6_Assignment.docx

BU224_Unit6_ResearchPaperDraft.docx
Before you submit your Assignments, you should save your work on your computer in a location and with a name that you will remember. Make sure your Assignment is in the appropriate format (Word®, Excel®, PowerPoint®, or other), then, when you are ready, you may submit on the Dropbox page.
Dropbox Directions:
Go to the Dropbox to submit the saved file.
	Click the "Dropbox" tab.

Click "Submit an Assignment".
Using the drop-down box, choose the Assignment. Make sure you have used the correct format (.doc).
Click "Add Attachments".
Click "Browse..."
Go to the folder on your computer that contains your projects. Click on the correct document. The filename should now appear.
Click "Attach file". Wait for the file to upload.
	Click "Ok".


This week's Seminar will focus on the concepts and material presented in Unit 6.
The instructor will discuss the main concepts of the material in the chapter(s) assigned for this unit. Students are expected to have read the chapter(s) in the textbook and other material posted by the instructor in "Doc Sharing" or "Announcements."
Unit 6 Alternative Assignment 
It is strongly suggested that you attend the graded Seminar at the regularly scheduled time. To obtain full credit, students should post frequently, be actively engaged in the Seminar, provide comments that improve the Seminar quality and advance the discussion by raising new issues and/or ideas. 
If you are unable to attend the Seminar, you must complete the following assignment to obtain points for this part of the class. Write a 2–3 page paper that addresses the following:
	Explain the production function and discuss why it is important.

Explain diminishing returns to an input and give an example.
Discuss why a firm's cost curve might be different in the short-run versus the long-run.
Once completed submit your paper to the Unit 6 Seminar Dropbox.
Seminars are recorded and will be made available for everyone to review at a later time should you desire. These archived Seminars will remain available for the entire term.








